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Notes from the Scribler 

 
The flying weather of late has been exceptional. I reckon we’ve 
had more good flying days in the last 6 weeks than we had in the 
previous 6 months. Although we’ve had some cold days, overall 
the weather has been relatively mild. The cold spell, though, 
achieved one thing. It slowed the grass growing. In the years I’ve 
been involved in mowing, I cannot recall a time where we had to 
mow mostly weekly all through the summer and up until just a few 
weeks ago. Leaving it a fortnight was just a bit too long. 
Slowed now though and easier to manage. 

In the last month we’ve seen a fair bit of newer members Dean, Daryl and Jesse. All 3 have 
gone solo after minimal stick time. I think Jesse takes the cake though. Uncle Phil Patterson 
turned up on motorbike to have a chat, got handed Jesse’s Trojan to sort out. Which he did, 
got Jesse in the air and the next flight Jesse was solo. Quite impressive really. 
He also took the time to help Ross sort a problem. Had it both ways really. Got in a bike ride 
and some flying without having to bring a plane! 
The June club night was something quite different with the night being all about model 
rockets. Something different and equally interesting. Reminded me a lot of my youth in 
manufacturing gun powder at home using stuff from dad’s garden fertiliser bins. We made 
rockets, bombs, guns. Not sure how we still have all our digits. 
The Silver Fox BBQ was greeted by the best BBQ day for a while, and a number flew. 
Which, of course, meant an increase in attendance to munch a sausage. 
Was a great day. 
 
Let’s enjoy the month ahead. 
I certainly intend to. 
 
Steve 
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Andrew Farrow 
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Presidential thoughts 

What great flying weather. Seems to be a common theme in the past couple of months. 
Quite an interest in our evening on rockets in June. Many thanks for Phil Kendon from 
Wellington College who spoke on various aspects of rockets and teaching the secondary 
science curriculum, and Ryan Groves who had 1/2 dozen of his model rockets on display. 
 
We get Ryan back in July to talk about his jet, along with Peter Brown from Levin.  
 
There has been a complaint received by GWRC of a plane disturbing a horse recently. See 
elsewhere for details but be careful flying too low at the northern end of the strip. Can’t be 
helped on landing and take-off depending on wind but we don’t want to disrupt other users of 
the area.  
 
I’ve test flown my 83” Big Stick. No dramas. Next up is a Spacewalker of a similar size 
powered by a Saito 125. 
 
We have a committee meeting next Tuesday night, so if anyone has something they would 
like discussed by the Committee let me know. 
 
Fly safe! 
 
John Pfahlert 
0211509763 

 
 

Safety and the North end track 

John has asked me to put together a few words concerning safety at the North end of the 
strip in realtion to the walking/cycle track and the bridle path. As he said, a complaint was 
received about flying at the strip last Sunday, unsettling a horse. John has spoken to the 
person concerned, and the upshot of that conversation was that this person has seen us 
flying there before, has admired our models and the horse has not spooked before. She was 
of the opinion that perhaps the model had flown deliberately low. Now, as flyers we know 
that doesn’t happen and when flying a circuit, we wouldn’t even be aware of a horse on the 
bridle path. However, a member of the public without our knowledge, wouldn’t know that. 
What is interesting here is that there was almost no wind on the day and as the sun was very 
low, we we were mostly taking off to the South and landing from the South. 
Andrew raised a similar conversation with me a few weeks back. He was down at the 
walking track and a large model was doing aerobatics in the area, aboive the walking track. 
He thought it quite frightening.  
Our club rules require, when taking off to the North, to ensure there is nobody on the 
walking/cycling track or bridle path opposite the end of the strip. 
This incident should remind us to take best care. 
Unless taking off to the North, where we ensure the pathways are empty, we should 
maintain a reasonable height over that area at all times, without fast low passes (over the 
track). 
The club rules require, when doing aerobatics, we do so on a line with the eastern side of 
the strip. Unless practicing pattern/Imac, which can chew a lot of sky, perhaps we need to 
ensure when doing aerobatics, we don’t go too far North.  
 
Steve Hutchison 

 
 

Klotz and Nitro 

President John is heading up to New Plymouth next weekend and is willing to bring back 
supplies of Klotz and Nitro. Klotz is $94/gallon and Nitro about $45 litre. 
If you’re interest, give John a ring on 0211509763 

 



Unrecoverable 

Recently Brent lost his Laser when 
he lost all control. 
Often when this happens, even 
though the pilot swears it was the 
radio, investigation usually points to 
equipment failure or ‘dumb thumbs’. 
In the last couple of years, I’ve seen 
a number of mishaps which could 
have been avoided. Servo coming 
off its mount, failed flight battery, 
fractured push rod. So, when Brent 
suddenly had nothing at home in the 
middle of a roll, we were all 
perplexed. 
Brent took the model home and took 
all the gear out and tested it. 
He posted his findings to FB, where 
a number of you will have seen it. 
Brent was using a power distribution board. There are a number of such boards about and 
Powerbox is probably the best known. Dual batteries are fed into the board as are all 
receiver channels and there are outlets off the board for each channel. 
Brent has 2 models (were) fitted with the same power board. He put them side by side and 
shot a video which he pasted on FB. I’ve taken a couple of screen shots to show what he 
found. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The distribution board on the left is from another model. You can see the servo voltage 
output is shown as 8.12 volts. The board on the right comes from the crashed model. Here 
you can see the output voltage for servos is 3.79 volts. Same battery input for testing to both 
boards. High voltage servos in high G manoeuvres will not be happy with a lack of volts. 
At least the reason has been discovered. 
By the way, this is not a Powerbox distribution panel. 
 
Steve 

 



And another one flies 

Another model from the stable of Paul Buckrell 
took to the skies this week. 
The Hangar 9 Christen Eagle II. 
The model is of 54inch span. Paul is running with 
the recommended Saito 125 4 stroke. He has 
modified the engine to run a spark plug rather than 
a glo plug, which makes things easier and a 
cleaner operation. 

 

The Christen Eagle was developed in the late 70’s by Frank Christen to compete with the 
Pitts special. As can be seen from its profile, it drew much of its design from the Pitts which 
Frank Christen had competed in. 
Aviat built both the Pitts and Christen Eagles. 

 

 

Membership Cards 

If you weren’t at the AGM and either live locally or fly frequently, I have your membership 
car. If I don’t give it to you, pester me. 
If I don’t see you in the next month, they will either be delivered locally or posted. 
 
Steve 

 
 

 
As Jesse posted on the club group FB page. 
 
 
Jesse Lindsay 
 
  · June 20 at 7:04 PM  ·  
Cheers to the guys today for helping to get my Trojan up 
for her first flight. Stoked to have had a fly too! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/4204548739660174/user/835805472/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV8haqjwVLLlHqmzYHA-1jvg568xYwI-SaZsSrghLxiI5mD9qb0O7Jbz_Ju9QdnKkoXpWEJsba8GllQFZT_CVFw7lHk1Z-Vp45qayscX8nGP-1CVB8aEfWf5BW4BZEQBWcyghvdznkVX48XOz7Gjy5k-rPf20KuilEwJmKcJS_sQOd9No-WchqPXcDqLuCNBF4&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/kapitiaeromodellers/posts/6442438362537856/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV8haqjwVLLlHqmzYHA-1jvg568xYwI-SaZsSrghLxiI5mD9qb0O7Jbz_Ju9QdnKkoXpWEJsba8GllQFZT_CVFw7lHk1Z-Vp45qayscX8nGP-1CVB8aEfWf5BW4BZEQBWcyghvdznkVX48XOz7Gjy5k-rPf20KuilEwJmKcJS_sQOd9No-WchqPXcDqLuCNBF4&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R


July club night 

More Jets night. 
Pete Brown and Ryan Groves are bringing along their top of the range jets to show some of 
the other jet models flown by members.  

 
 

August club night 

Aviation fuels. 
Brian McClare. Member Brian McClare worked for BP and headed up their Aviation Fuels 
division. 
He has some interesting stories to tell. 

 
 

What a sight it was 

The RNZAF held a fly past in our area on Friday June 16th. The flight included 6 of the air 
force’s T6c Texan II aircraft flying in formation with the Spitfire bringing up the rear. The 
Spitfire flown was from the Biggin Hill Trust and piloted by Squadron Leader Sean Perrett. 
The flight was to help commemorate 100 years of military aviation in New Zealand. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



It’s all rocketry to me. 

For something completely different at our June club night, we had a night talking about 
model rocketry. Who even knew it existed?  
First up was Wellington College teacher Phil Kendon. 
Phil runs an optional class each year and over the last few years has concentrated on 
rocketry. 
 
The slide to the right covers 
the basic syllabus. There is 
a lot of physics and 
calculations involved, but as 
it is an optional class and 
students aren’t necessarily 
science students, 
everything has to be within 
the reach of all.  
OpenRocket software is 
freeware that is used to help 
design the rockets. 
Commercial engines are 
used.  
The project aim is to build a 
rocket that can carry a 
payload of an egg in a container that, when the rocket reaches its zenith, the payload is 
deployed by parachute and hopefully the egg returns to earth unbroken. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The tasks set for the students throughout this project 
showed it to be a fun filled project with a lot of serious 
learning. 
It was more than interesting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phil, with student rocket in hand. 
You can get an idea of scale. 



Following Phil’s excellent presentation, Ryan Groves took to the podium. Ryan has an 
interest in model rocketry and owns more than one or two. Ryan brought along a selection of 
rockets which ranged from small to ridiculous. 
 
Ryan gave us a good understanding of how the rockets work, how they are powered, how 
multiple stage rockets work and how the parachute is deployed. There’s more to it than you 
think and its quite clever.  
Apparently, you can only use commercial engines and not make your own gunpowder the 
way we did back in the day. 
 
What’s really 
interesting is that 
there is a New 
Zealand Rocketry 
association, and 
they have 
rocketry events. 
They have 
championships 
and ‘rally’ type 
events.  
Ryan also gave 
us a good run 
down on CAR101 
and 102 and how 
they cover such 
activities. 
 
Launching and 
recovery are 
simple sounding 
tasks but could get 
complicated. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For recovery, when the engine burn is 
exhausted, it pops the lid off its canister which 
pressurises the area of the rocket above the 
engine. In this area the parachute is stowed. 
It is blown out and deploys automatically.  
One of the things the Wellington College 
students learned was the material of the 
parachute is important, otherwise it melts. 
 
Multiply stage rockets work in a similar 
fashion with the 2nd stage being ignited by the 
first end ‘ejected’ from the first stage. 
 
Many of the model shops we deal with sell 
rockets and the rocket engines. 
 

 
 
 

All in all, it was a great evening enjoyed by a good number of club members. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Collection of rockets Ryan brought along. 



For sale. 

John Ellison is trimming the hangar and has also decided to go electric only. He has the 
following for sale. The list is somewhat trimmed as a number of other items were sold pre-
publication. 
 
Super Custom 2 stroke 108 capacity with OS factory radial mount.  
Same as OS 108 and ASP         $120  
Veco 61 2 stroke only been ln Volcan during my ownership     $75  
 OS 40 LA  2 stroke           $50 
 
Quartz flying wing aerobatic plane      $150  
 
Ultra Sport 40                                      $285 
 
Own design sweet little flyer                $150 
 

 
Planes only need receiver and batteries 
4cell 3000ma  or 2200 3cell for own design. 
 
Contact John   Ellison   0274473707    
 

 
 
And that’s it from me for another month. 
As Don would say, ‘fly hard, land soft’ 

 

Steve 

 

 


